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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this research program was the investigation of mechanisms of attention in
auditory and bimodal information processing. The manner in which division of attention
influ,esW three stages of information processing -- stimulus coding, decision making, and
response stlectioh -- was Adescribed previously by the principle investigator in a general.
quantitative theory of attention (Shaw, 1980, 1982). Previous work had shown that. within the
framework of this theory, the effects of division of attention on the first two stages could be
separately identified. As in the earlier research, the work reported here has focused on two key
issues: (1) What are the decision processes involved in combining information from two or more
sources, and (2) Does division of attention degrade the information obtained from each source
(i.e., does it result in losses of information at the coding stage)?

An extensive five-year research program was planned to continue work begun under the
previous grant (AFOSR-81-0215). Funding for the current grant began in July. 1983. and some
research continued while, at the same time. considerable effort was devoted to upgrading our
laboratory computer system from PCs to a more powerful mini-computer. However. due to the
untimely death of the Principle Investigator, Dr. Marilyn L. Shaw, in November, 1983, only a
small fraction of the proposed work was actually completed.

In January, 1984, Drs. howler and Sternberg were approved as acting PIs. It was decided that
ongoing experiments and necessary follow-up experiments would be completed in a timely
fashion, and no additional work would be started. Dr. Robert Mulligan, Research Associate on
the grant. continued collecting data on a series of auditory decision expertments until August.
1984, at which time he assumed a full time job in industry. At that time, an extension was

• a granted so that data analysis and writing could continue. Work continued on a series of visual
attention experiments under the supervision of Dr. Sternberg at Bell Laboratories until January,
1985. Mter being granted an extension of time with no additional funds, a final series of
follow-up experiments continued in Dr. Sternberg's lab at the University of Pennsylvania during
1985-1987.

II. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Three sets of experiments were carried out under support of this grant. The first involved
further investigations of combining information from multiple sources of auditory information
(following up work from the previous grant). The second line of research examined the effects of
stimulus complexity (in terms of "texton" differences described by Julesz, 1982), on divided

* attention decrements in a visual attention task. The final series of experiments followed up
earlier work bv Dr. Shaw on dividing attention among spatial locations where luminance
increment stimuli might occur. Each or these lines of research will be described below.

[ A. Integration of Auditory Information

In previous work, Shaw (1982) explored how -tujects combine multiple sources of information to
make a "yes-no" decision. This question wa,, examined in the context of a general information
processing model comprising sensory coding. deciion and response stages Our work focused on
the effects of dividing attention on tlhe first two stages (1) the sensory coding stage, in which
stimulus energy is transformed into some internal representation. and (2) the decision stage, in
which these internal representations are used to determine a response

The output of the coding tiage i- concvived as an index. for each -timulu.s source, of the
strength of the signal at that -omii,, The, sign al trength inea:,ure for source ! will be denot d
as X . The actual stimults dinw.tl..i th,e irength me, aurs, represenlt differs for differont
tasks and stimuli. For the anditor\ sigual ,ttctio,,ti ,.k described in this -ection. the Indices
are the amount of energy or -ignal-ro ist-i, rm io in amlitory chanmek.

In the second stage. decision imaking. thl, ... in. i tith, ir, valunated according to -ome Ic ision
rule. In the auditory detect ion I; k- Ii,- ,Itw d, ciinii h tw(t n t wo cho'ices -- signal present or

absent.
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Given this general framework, the question we have addressed is the following: When a signal is
possible at any of two or more sources, how are the strength measures from these sources pooled
to arrive at a binary decision ("yes", a signal was presented in at least one channel or "no", no

signal was present)? Several alternative hypotheses have been proposed to answer this question
The two major classes of models that have been considered are the Integration Models and
Independent Deeiion., Model,. These classes of models, among others, are presented in detail in
Shaw (1982). The Independent Decisions (ID) and Integration (INT) models will be described
briefly below, in terms of the auditory detection experiments to be reported. In this description.
sources of information are defined as frequency channels in the auditory system.

A few words about auditory channels before describing the models. The choice of frequency
channels as information sources implies a widely held model of auditory information processing
In this model, the detection of pure tones is mediated by a pitch coding mechanism, the first
stage of which is conceived as a series of bandpass filters. The conception of these filters is
based on the notion of a Critical Band -- that is, the limited band of frequencies around a pure
tone which are effective in masking the tone. Data from masking studies show that noise at
frequencies outside of the Critical Bandwidth (CBW) has no significant effect on detection of a
tone at the center of the band. Non-overlapping auditory filters or Critical Bands, then, can be
thought of as independent channels or sources of information -- independent at least in the
sense that noise in non-overlapping channels is uncorrelated.

1. The Models. The ID and INT models are schematized in Figure 1. The top half of the figure
-4shows a general version of the Integration model (also called the Linear Combination Rule). In

this model, outputs of the two independent frequency channels -- the strength measures X andS.a

\ b are summed to arrive at the decision variable Y. This pooled strength mea-ure (Y) is then
evaluated against a criterion to determine the appropriate response -- "Yes", if Y exceeds the
criterion or "No" if it does not.

According to the Independent Decisions model (bottom half of the figure). separate, tone-
present absent decisions are made for the strength measures associated with each channel. In a

subsequent part of the decision stage, the results of these binary categorizations are pooled and
compared to a criterion to arrive at a response. In our experiments, as is often the case. the
criterion number of "signal present" decisions is set to "I", that is. subjects are instructed to
say "yes" if they detect either signal.

The essential difference between the models lies in how the stimulus information in the strength
measures (X and X ) is combined in determining whether or not a signal has occurred in either
channel. In athe IN+ model the raw strength measures are summed whereas in the ID model.
separate binary decisions based on the strength measures are summed.

S2. Pretius Work and lHalsonale for the Pre.ie t ,tLdies. [ntil fairly if'v ntlN , predictions of
these models were alwayN, expre,,",ed in terin, of dlifferent respon-,e inea.,ture , 

-- d for the INT
model and probability correct for ID. Shaw (1980) developed expre,'.tons of the models in terms
of the same constraints on the .ante ,et of res.pons e measure, This development allowed the
models to be compared more directly. In e'veral ets of experiment, that followed, Shaw and
her collaborators found that tile cla" of ID models accounted for the data quite well for nearly
every subject in nearly every situation sidied.

timmarnzed in Table I, the+v -indie, inhide, combiing information frot ,patial locations at

which luminance iiicienient, or h-ttvii ngintili were preented. combining information from

auditory and visual modalite,. and from d ifferent visual "patial freqitency channels

A major goal of the r'.,':1ch ,poittdlhre x:., to extend ilii" r,'r of "tililes to ".ee hoy,

informati.n from vpr;i i- iiii t 'i. ,tiiinuN hmiini'l i" 'O ilned' ( .iii tile consistent
evidence for ID %%ti other it ,  f . t iniilh, it %%a. \le'(,. lhat ID x oill l)t'.t exl)lain the

auditory data a- il Io ,x, r%. ,% of ti' ;liii 0o.% -ign l eI, t il Itoi t ire led to the
opposite expectation I)tt; (ihii -,'i - i %, .11o" i.ld olil m Ill , ' )'- and 1960s ;' r,

interpreted --, -ipport', O. l\T .noi ," \la l Ni)i (,','ii l n) n' ,ome of th.-"

.. .. ..~~. -. ." .. -. -I., .t. . . . +. -.- -, -. .
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studies, however, no ID nodel was te-tvd. and in others, the level of performance was not
optimal for discriminating the nodel-.

In an attempt to resolve the d, crepancy lwctween our expectation, and the evidence from the
literature, we ran two experiments under -upport of the previous grant (A.FSl-0215). The
experiments employed the same two-signal paradigm we had used in previous studies in other
stimulus domains (see Figure 2). The two possible auditory signal frequencies-- call them tones
A and B -- were equiprobable, and the occurrence of A on a trial was statistically independent of
the occurrence of B. The resulting four possible stimuli were tone A. tone B. the complex tone

A--B, and neither tone (noise only). One of these four was presented on each trial.

Subjects were instructed to divide their attention equally between the two tones. Their task
was to respond "yes" if they detected either tone (or both) and "no" if they heard neither tone
The stimuli consisted of digitally synthesized sine waves, mixed with analog, band-limited white
noise. Signal generation, timing. and response collection were controlled by custom-built
hardware interfaced to an Apple II microcomlputer.

The sequence of trial events was as follows: Each trial began with a visual warning signal
IA, followed by the observation interval during which one of the four stimuli was presented. At the

end of the observation interval, a response prompt appeared on the subject's monitor, and he or
she made his or her response. Subjects were then given feedback telling them which stimulus

A had been presented. Subjects were practiced. first in a simple single-tone signal detection task
and then in the two-signal paradigm. for a total of eight or nine sessions. Date.were collected in
12 subsequent sessions, each consisting of four blocks of '25 trials.

The data were compared to predictions of the two models using Shaw's (1980) analysis. The
results showed clearly that information about the presence absence of tone signals in two
distinct frequency channels is combined aczording to the ID model. This was true both when

the two tones were separated by' a Critical Bandwidth (CBW) or more and when the tones were
within the same Critical Band. Combining the data from both experiments, the 1D model was
supported in 31 of 36 cases Contrary to our expectations, and to previous findings, the INT

model did not receive convincing tupport when the pair of stimulus tones were within a CBW of
C% one another. Only when the -ignal frequencies were very close together (.05 CBW) was there

some evidence for the INT model "Fhve data are presented in greater detail in Appendix 1.

The discrepancy between our r,,eult' and those of previous studies. especially in the within
CBW conditions, was puzzling Looking back at those earlier studies, however, a potentially

P important difference between the experinntal paradigms was discovered. In the earlier studies
by Marill (1956) and Green (1958). tone . tone B. and the A.B complex tone were presented in
separate blocks of trials. In the independent, two-signal paradigm used in our experiments, the

' " different stimuli were iiixed w h it I , -i iii. block of trials. Note that in the independent, two

signal design (referred to as the M.ixed d,.igii below), the presence absence of a signal in one
channel cannot be predicted oii the basi, of Iiformation about tie presence absence of a signal
in the other channel. This is not thv ra.-v in the Blocked design used in the earlier studies, in
which signals in the two channtel- :ir, omph-telty correlated. In the experiments described

below, performance in the Mixed and ho k. I paradigi- were compared within the same .study

to examine their influence on ho% it lwm ltiton from two tone .tiintili are combined in aill detection task

It should be made clear that it i- i,,t -,t,, . I,1  t,:t hodoogical quer,ti on that i, being addressed
A more interesting th or,.t l i- - ,I-,, it -take -- niamely. that tie decision rule for

I Although th. ID an I NT ii,. . . , i-t t. thoir v ,'t"I ,.rf,rman'- v du , in man\
irriimstan.s. ,irrpr 1,o . .% r. ' . . .. . ir rull v ,ho,.n. i ',, .r th ) an b' su.',s4i't£I1

iting ishodr with -t r'a. onihI ,

0.%
% Ne A' ,px 0
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combining information from two sources is not fixed, but may instead be flexible, shifting from
ID to [NT according to the context (Blocked vs. Mixed designs) in which the signals are
presented.

3. Ezper'ment I. The first experiment was designed to test the hypothesis that the decision

rule for combining two tones would differ for different presentation conditions -- [NT rule with
the Blocked design and ID rule with the Mixed Design. Comparison of performance in the two
paradigms was complicated by the fact that predictions of the models have traditionally been
expressed in terms of different response measures -- percent correct for ID and d' for INT. One
advantage of the analysis developed by Shaw (1980, 1982) is that it allows comparison of the
models in terms of the same response measure. However, since Shaw's analysis assumes that

%. observers are dividing their attention between two statistically independent signal sources on all
., trials, is is not applicable to data from the blocked design. Another type of analysis was

required, one in which predictions of both models were expressed in common terms. Our first
step, then, was to develop these predictions, and to determine whether they could be used to
successfully discriminate between the models. This task was accomplished by deriving
predictions for both models in terms of the probability of a "yes" response to the complex tone
stimulus (A-B). These predictions required an additional assumption not necessary in the
independent paradigm; namely, that dividing attention between two frequency channels does
not diminish the information obtained from each. This assumption is substantiated in the
literature and by data from our lab.

a. Procedure. In this first study, subjects were run in the Mixed and Blocked conditions on
alternate days. The procedure in the Mixed sessions was the same as that used in our earlier
auditory detection studies in the two signal, independent paradigm, All four stimulus types
(tone A, tone B, tones A--B, and noise only) were mixed within each block of trials. A session
consisted of four blocks of 120 trials.

In the Blocked or correlated sessions, subjects were again run in 4 blocks of 120 trials per
session. but each block contained only one signal type mixed with noise only trials. Thus, a
session comprised I A. I B, and 2 A-B blocks.

The signal frequencies used were 700 and 1200 Hz. Stimulus tones were 120 msec. in duration
The sequence of trial events consisted of a warning signal followed by an observation interval
during which a signal or noise stimulus was presented. This was followed by a response interval
during which subjects made their "yes no" response and visual feedback showing which
stimulus had been presented.

Four subjects received extensive practice in each condition, and then participated in eight data
collection sessions.

b. Result. The data, expressed in terms of the probability of a "yes" response to each stimulus
type, were compared to the predictions of the ID and INT models' The results are plotted in
Figure 3. The figure shows oherved and predicted probability of a "yes" response to the
compound tone (A+B). The data have been normalized such that the ID model prediction is
Pr{yes} = 0 and the INT model 1)tredcttont PrVYes = 1 0. The actual difference between the
two predictions in terms of Signal Det.ction Theory is approximately half a d unit. Looking at

O. the data from the Mixed condition (Cl- in tite figure). it can b "eeti that all four subjects
conformed to the prediction of the II) model and rejected the INT model This result replicated
our previous findings for varioUi r i inla- ivpe, in the two signal. independent paradigm.

For two of the suhects ( .l miii t.t' mti ductioin of the B1ock ed or 'otrlate condition on
alternate days succeeded inii mlruig i t- d-' 1-101 [i- Vor the~v two ubjv-t,, the INT miodel
was clearly favored over ID (f th,. m o aimn;inaig .ubjects. one apar.'itIly contintled to use an
ID rule for combining informattou fioa Iho . 1w , ,o ignal frlequencie, () (). data from the other
subject (RP) fell bet ween pi d..h t , ,1 (111 , 14 io,,,ls. i'vj.'iu 19llu g n lfch ,1.

.,L . - . .. _. '.- - , ,, - . - , " " - * . , . ' t - • - - -
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These results provided some evidence for our hypothesis. that tihe decision rule in this type of
task may shift as a function of stimulu. j)re-entation condition- (specifically, depending on

whether the occurrence of tones in the two -hannel, is independent or correlated). But why did
only two of the subjects show this clear Ihift It was, tu.-pected that the failure to observe a

shift of decision rules on the part of the other two subjects might have been due to the day-to-
day alternation of conditions. Perhap, for the,,e ,ubjects. a ,hift in decision strategy requires

more than one consecutive session in the new condition. This concern was addressed in the next
experiment by collecting data in each condition for four consecutive sessions.

4. Experiment 2. Five new subject:s were recruited for the ,econd experiment. They were first

practiced for six sessions exclusively in the Blocked condition. The practice was followed by
four Blocked data collection sesion,,.

'4.,

Data from the Blocked condition for the five ,ulbject, are shown as the open circles in Figure 4.
For two of the five subjects (.JP & '(C). the INT model was clearly favored. Data from the other
three subjects rejected both model, (or neither, depending on which alpha level one chooses for
the significance test).

Ideally, we would have continued collecting data in the Blocked condition to see if these three
subjects would move cloer to the prediction of the INT model with more experience in this
condition. Because of time con,traint,. however, all -,ubjects were switched to the Mixed

(Independent) condition at this point. Four "e,ions of practice were followed by four data
collection sessions. Data from the .Mixed coudition are .hown as the filled circles in Figure 4,

The data points for all five subjects moved in the direction of the prediction of the ID model.
For four of the five. the ID model was uniquely supported.'4.'

For two subjects who were able to continue in the experiment, an ABBA sequence was
completed by collecting another four sessions of Mixed data followed by a final four sessions of
Blocked data. Data from these sessions, shown as open and filled squares in Figure 5. were very

close to the first set of data from each condition. The important result is that, when shifted

back to the Blocked condition, both subjects shifted significantly toward the prediction of the
INT model.

5. Dieeuaeion. While the results of these auditory detection experiments are not completely
C-' consistent across subjects, they do allow us to draw some tentative conclusions. The results and

our conclusions are summarized below.

First, confirming our previous findings, we found that for auditory sources defined by non-
overlapping frequency channels, when signals are presented in a Mixed design (the two-signal.

independent paradigm). the data overwhelmingly support the ID model. Secondly. we found, in

agreement with earlier experiment, rron other lah,, that the ID rule is not always used. When

the tone stimuli are pre,ented in a Blocked or correlated fashion, data from all .subjects were fit

as well or better by the INT model as they were by the ID model.

The importance of this result is that it inplies the notion of decision .strategies. i.e . that the

decision rule is not fixed, but, rather that .iuject' have some control over the combination rule

invoked in a particular situation. Ba.ed on thee result'. we sugge-t that the rule used by a

subject to make a decision about (lhe pre-t'vc,, or absence of a particular -igtal depends on the

*. context (the set of experimental trial.) in whicli it i, embedded

It is interesting to note that our ,ubjects' choice of decision strategies in different conditions

"*" €¢. ,could be described as a tendency to optimize performance By applying a likelihood ratio rule
to the Mixed and Blocked condition,. one canI, prelict optimmn performance levels tinder each
condition. Having done th is. we roini that the ID rile yield, very tearly optimal results in the

Mixed condition, an(h an integration tratgy (the INT rti h) yiel. performance nearer to

optimal when information otrrev" ;ir' highly orrelated a.'- in tllhe Blocked condition However.
performance is not. always opiinil. :itd (ontt. 'thj).O.ct. art b tter than others at -. cting the

best decision rule for ;i gi -ist or oi litioll'. \n illter'.ting tlqu stion raied 1i , . tudie 
; 
i-

how to train idividtial- to adopt th hwst de1(i'trotll IIlh, for : gi'en ' It tnat lt

r

% %
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The tendency of subjects to alter their (lecisionl strategy to -uit the degree of independence of
stimulus sources parallels results from a ,et of experiment-, on cogitive decision making by
Shaw. Bousquet & CantorZ. In one of their tasks. subjects were given two pieces of information
about the likelihood of two hore winning two different races. They wer, asked to decide
whether or not to bet, that at least one of the two horse, would win it.- race -- a binary decision

task. When the likelihood of one horse winning wa., completely independent of the other horse's
performance, subjects tcnded to make their decisions according to an ID rule. However, then
performance of the two horses wa., highly correlated, -ubjects switched to an INT rule.

The switch of decision strategy in t lie overt, cognitive decision making task seems less surprising
than the comparable result in the p,ychophyical ta-ks reported above. The interesting result
from our auditory detection studlie is that the lame type of strategy switching or optimization
behavior that subjects employ on the overt ta.sk Is alko seen in the psychophysical task. where
the decision process hasn traditionally been regarde( as fixed or inflexible.

B. Studies of Divided Attention as a Function or Visual Stimulus Complexity

A common finding in the attention literature is that increasing the number of sources of
information among which attention is divided lowers performance (detection. identification,
localization tasks) with respect to each individual source. Shaw developed a theoretical
framework in which the the effects of dividing attention on the stimulus coding and decision
stages of information processing could be separately assessed (Shaw. 1984. Mulligan & Shaw.

- 1981). In a series of experiments. '-haw (1984) examined the effects of dividing attention among
spatial locations in a visual display. for both letter and luminance increment stimuli. Results of
these studies indicated that. when the task required detection of simple luminance stimuli,

% division of attention did not cause losses of information in the stimulus coding stage. When
subjects were required to give the location of a target letter among distractors, however, there
was, strong evidence for losses of information in the coding stage as the number of attended
locations was increased.

Work by Julesz (1982) suggested that the divided attention decrement with letter stimuli may
be due to the particular set of target and distractor letters chosen. According to Julesz'
1"texton" theory, if there is a texton difference between target and distractor, this difference will
be recognized pre-attentively, and therefore, no divided attention decrement should be
observed. If, however, target and distractor stimuli are equally complex in terms of their texton
elements, focused attentional effort will be required to discriminate them. and therefore, a
divided attention decrement would be observed.

Two experiments were undertaken to explore this hypothesis, Due to a number of complications
in the methodology (including a confounding influence of apparent size differences in stimulus
characters), the resuIts of these stuile- s ere ill colic I l.vi'.

C. Studies of attentional errects on the speed or detecting luminance increments

We have attempted to discrini in ati' ,\ -\Pren, ally between two alternat ive theories of vistial
attention, as applied to the relation b-,v.',n the speed with which human observers detect a
suprathreshold luminance incri neil :11l ' il,. fl'f-quenlcY with which it appears at a specified

location. According to one th,. +I Illt itlon i- a liitited capacity iriechanis-n chiih

affects reaction time for lin :irian , m, i inrr- I lv li-tihrilltlg Jil)itel pror".- Iag reources over

the visual field 're great'r PI 1 ,., ito %kI l t l ighii-frequiicy locatiom- would then reult

from the a.ssignmnenit of ior 1, -,,- il-, location- \ccorlding to a competing theory
visual attention , the idf-I,',l,I ' iii- ,.i r ,-tinct leCi,ion criteria for , iff,r nt location-

2 I'npublishtI manljril t I'Ji ',

',,'
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The greater speed associated with higher-frequency locationws would then result from the
assignment of lower criteria (le, evidence required) to these locations. We conducted four
reaction time (RT) experiments that wcre aimed at selecting one of these theories. The first
three experiments are concerned with the relation,,hip of stimulus intensitv to visual attention
In two experiments with important implications. IHughes (1984) had found that intensity and
signal probability have additive effects on RT. We corrected a flaw in the design of those
experiments, and found a highlv reliable interaction between intensity and signal probability
This finding s0pports the view that attention act, early in the sequence of processing operations
between signal and response. where liniitations on p|'oce ,sig re-ource. might be expected to
show themselves. In the second and fourth experiments, we developed an approach to
manipulating the signal freqaencie, at two locations that overcome, a problematic confounding
of these two frequencie- in pa-,t experiient,. We found support for the limited capacity models
for these RT tasks with i sprat Ih reliold stimuli. in contrast with conclusions from studies of the
detection of threshold-level luminiance increments.
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TABLE 1. RESULTS OF SEVERAL STUDIES TESTING ID AND INT '!ODELS

Summary of Decision Rule Studies

SOURCES STIMULI RESULT

Spatial Locations Luminance Increments ID
SHAW (19S'

Spatial Locations Letters ID
a SH!,+A (103!')

Modalities Luminance Increments ID
(Aud & Vis) & Tone Bursts

'IULLIGAN & SHA4 (103)
Visual Spatial Gratings ID
Freq. Channels

VAGER, KRAM1ER, SHA"W 2" GRAHAM ( )

Auditory Pure Tones ??
Freq. Channels

Sz.

,a.

N

5,
,*

-a
.5.
I! . ._ ., .- .,,.,. - .,.... . .. , , .. -...,.. -., .,,.. :, -- .... -:. . . .. . j . -. ..-...-. ,:,,. . . .,. .-
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FIGURE 1, SCHEMATIC DEPICTION OF INTEGRATION (A.) AND INDEPENDENT

DECISIONS (B.) MODELS.
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Experimental Paradigm

-. Tones A and B are Statistically Independent

0 P(Tone A) = P(Tone B) = 0.5

* Stimuli

1. Noise + Tone A
2. Noise + Tone B

*e 3. Noise + Tone A + Tone B

4. Noise only

0 Response

.1 "Yes" - A or B present

0 "No" - Both absent

FISURE 2. TO-SIGNAL ?ARADISM FOR TONE DETECTION EXPERI.1ENTS.

..
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Experiment I-- Data

1. j tegration

Pi
(scaled)

;."0.0 o

00 0

is LP SO RP
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A1

FIGURE 3, DATA FROM EXPERIMENT , NORMALIZED PROBABILITY OF A "YES"

RESPONSE RELATIVE TO ?REDICITONS OF THE TWO MODELS,

A,
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Experiment 2.-o Data

-Integration

1.0

.11

(scaled)

1 0 0 -ID

0.0
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' FIGURE l, DATA FROM EXEPIUEN4T 2, FIRST REPLICATION,
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iExperiment 2-- Data

4,.,

'4. I- Integration
1.0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

p S

(scaled)

0.0 8OI
0
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* SUBJECTS

'42

-IGURE 5 DATA FROM EXPEPIET 2, FIRST REPLICATION (CIRCLES)

AND SECOND REPLICATICN (SQUARES).6
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In the experiments discussed below we investigated how

speople combine internal representations of pure tone signals

in a detection task. On each trial, one of four possible

stimuli is presented in a continuous background of broadband

noise: Tone A, Tone B, Tones A and B (the complex tone), or

just noise. The occurrence of either tone on a trial is.,

statistically independent of the presence of the other tone.

We assume that processing of pure tones is mediated by

a pitch coding mechanism consisting of a series of rather

*Q broadly tuned frequency filters. Our conception of these

filters is based on the critical band'' (CE) notion

derived from masking experiments by Fletcher (19dP) and

others. Fletcher first measured the threshold intensity of

" a pure tone signal centered in broadband noise. He then

* repeated this measurement several times with successively

narrower noise bands while holding constant the spectral

level of the noise (NO). In doing so he was able to show

that only the noise within a limited band was effective in

masking the signal. Fletcher called this effective band of

frequencies the critical band (CB). The implication of this

rphenomenon is that the energy from the tone and from that

portion of the mask lying within a CE are summed, resulting

in a lower signal-to-noise ratio. Energy from stimuli

(noise or other tones) outside the CE has no influence on

detectability of the signal tone.

{,.4 *,. - , *.. *.',' - € - - ,. - . * , . .. .- ..---- ..'.. ... -.. v.*., .- -- ."-.-. --/ .. ' .
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In studies of this type, the bandwidth at which signal

threshold is decreased by 3 dB relative to the wideband

noise condition has been defined as the critical bandwidth

(CBW) for that signal frequency, and is seen as representinq

the effective width of the internal frequency filter.

Several experiments have estimated the critical band to be

about 60 Hz wide at 1000 Hz and to gradually increase with

increasing signal frequency.

Scharf (197V) and Zwicker, Flottorp and Stevens (1057)

have reviewed results of a number of other studies which

- have used techniques other than masking to demonstrate CB6-

like phenomena. These techniques, most often involving

- loudness summation or detection of phase differences,

estimate CBWs which are 2 to 3 times wider than those

arrived at in masking studies. Explanations for the

differences in estimates of CBW have been offered elsewhere

*(Green, 1976; Swets, Green & Tanner, 1992). It seens likely

-" that these various phenomena are manifestations of the same

*mechanism. This mechanism is most often modeled as a set of

internal filters in the auditory system.

How then might the output of these frequency filters he

* applied in the case of a detection task? The notion of

''energy summation'' within a critical band led us to expect

one pattern of detection results when the tones in a task
U.

were widely separated in pitch and another pattern, due to

"4

p.
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energy summation, when the tones were in the same CB. These

two ways of combining information about the component

frequencies in a complex tone are depicted in Fiaure 1. In

i

Insert Figure 1 About Here

-l the upper diagram we have shown the case of eneray summation

is within a frequency filter for two narrowly separated

frequencies, which we will call within-filter integration.

- In the lower diagram we have schematized across-filter

* integration -- statistical summation at the outputs of

' separate filters. Here we are assuming that the filter

output consists of a strength measure (XAOVp) which

preserves rather fine-grained information reaardina stimulus

magnitude. For both types of intearation, after summation

takes place, the pooled information is then compared to a

criterion, P. Based on this comparison, a 'yes-no''

response is formulated. When restated quantitatively, these

two types of integration make different predictions about

the extent to which detection performance should improve

when signals are present at two different frequencies versus

when only a single frequency is presented. Detailed

discussion of these models can be found in Green and Swets

(1974, Chapters 9 & 10). Leaving the quantitative

predictions aside for the movement, the qualitative

-M
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predictions call for a relatively larger gain in correct

detections of the complex tone for within-filter than for

across-filter integration. This predicted difference is

based on the assumption that for across-filter integra#ion,

noise from two filters (2 CBs) contributes to the signal-

to-noise ratio, whereas for within-filter integration only

one filter's noise contributes.

V There is another type of explanation for how

information about the components of a complex tone miaht be

combined - the Independent Decisions Model. Accordina to

this model, separate "tone present or absent'' decisions

are made about the strength value associated with each tone

in the complex. Within the framework of the frequency

filters we have discussed, this type of decision process is

plausible only when the component tones are far enounh apart

to fall in separate filters. The separate decisions are

then accomplished by comparing the information available
'p

from each filter against its criterion, PAA or pB8 . In a

0 subsequent decision stage, as seen in Figure 2, the results

of these binary categorizations are pooled to arrive at a.'

response -- "yes" if the number of positive decisions

exceeds a criterion, C, and no" otherwise. In -ost

studies, as in those to be reported here, subjects are

instructed to say "yes" if either tone is detect&.

* '%
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To summarize, there are actually two questions to

investigate: (1) how is information from separate

frequencies combined (integration versus independent

decisions), and (2) is there something special about poolino

signals which are in the same CB (within-filter inteoration

versus other models)? Though there are many studies of

within-filter integration (Hall & £ondhi, 197'), there are a

limited number of experiments with auditory stimuli have

been directed at answering these questions together. These

studies have been reviewed by Green and Swets (1974) . with

regard to the second question, our expectation of a within

versus across-Cb difference seems to be confirmed. Marill

(1956) compared detection performance for pairs of tones

within a CB (e.g., S'VP and 54P Hz) and across C~s (5P' and

IIP Hz). Data from the within-CB conditions reportedly (in

Green & Swets, 1974) showed ''perfect energy summation'',

the prediction of the within-filter inteoration model.

".*.'Unfortunately there has been no published attempt to

replicate this portion of Marill's experiment, an d thus

there is no other data from this type of simple two-tone

detection paradigm where the component tones are clearly

within a CE. Furtherr-ore, since marill's across-CF results

are at odds with those from, all other studies of this type

(he reported no advantage for detection of his complex tone

with widely separated components o%,er single tone

detection) , there may be reason to suspect some

% % 2



methodological peculiarity in his study. The experiments

reported here attempt to clarify this question by looking at

detection performance under a wide range of frequency

separations.

Returning to the first of our two qesticns, a srall

number of tone detection experiments have compared the fit

of Integration and Independent Decisions models (Schafer &

Gales, 1949; Green, 195P; Green, Mc~ay & Licklider, 1959).

They were not successful, however, in discriminating between

the two classes of models. The comparison is a difficult

one because, under many circumstances the moeels make very

similar predictions. In these early studies, for example, a

threshold version of the of the independent decisions model

(called Decision Threshold model) was usually tested in

experiments where the number of frequencies subjects had to

attend to varied between blocks of trials. The predictions

* of this rodel under these conditions, differ very little

from those of the across-filter integration model.

* Recently, however, Shaw (19e2) has shown that it is

possible to formulate these models in such a way that it

" becomes relatively easy to discriminate between Integration

and Independent Decisions. She derived parameter-free

predictions for each of the models in terms of the same

. response measure. Although this theoretical framework

* applies to any situation in which irlformation fro! several
.

a.
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sources must be combined to arrive at a binary decision, we

will describe the models and their predictions below in

- terms of the auditory stimuli of the current experiments.

First, the two models must be restatee formally. The

general form of the Integration model is aiven in Fa. (1)

Pr ("no" 13a ) = Pr(waX a  + WbXb < )

where wa and wb weights associated with each strength value.

We have chosen to state the model in terms of the

probability of a "no" response because the predictions we

will derive are more easily expressed in this form. After

deriving the predictions, they can be restated in terms of

probability of a "yes" response. Note that this model

equation alone does not discriminate within- and across-

filter integration. The continuous random variahles X'...a and

Xb in the equation could represent either strength of some

initial stimulus representation of two frequencies fallini

within the same CB, or the maonitudes of separate filter

outputs. Later we will discuss the additional analyses

required to discriminate these two possibilities.

The formula for the Independent Pecisions model is

given in Eq. (2). Accordina to the model, the "no "

probability for a given stimulus in our paradigm should

equal the product of the separate probabilities that the

strength value for each signal frequency fails to exceed its

lie

SJ.
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criterion:

Pr("no"Iab) Pr(Xa < Pa) Pr(Xb < (2)

In addition to the threshold versions mentioned earlier, the

Independent Decisions model has also been referred to as

Probability Summation and as an Extreme Detector model.

To present these predictions, we must first introduce

some further notation. Let Pab represent the observed

probability of a "no" response for a given stimulus

condition Sab in our two-signal paradiqm. The value of each

subscript is one if the tone is presented and zero if not.

Thus, Pl denotes the observed "no" probability aiven that

both Tone A and Tone R are presented. Similarly, P, P1

and PVV denote the "no" probabilities when Tone A alone,

Tone B alone, or neither tone is presented respectively.

By examining the model equation for each of these four

conditions, under various transformations of the response

. probabilities, simple additive relationships are obtained

for predicting PI from the other three response

probabilities. For the Independent Decisions model we find

that, after logarithmic transformation, the proportion of

* "no" responses in the "AB" condition can be predicted from

the other three conditions as follows:

p.[ fn Pll = fn Pl. + /n Pp1  - fn Pp (3)

1%

4'!
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To obtain the integration model prediction, it is

necessary to transform the "no" probabilities into

corresponding standard normal deviates or z-scores by the

inverse Gaussian transformation. A parallel predictive

equation is then obtained in terms of the z-scores.

mz

, Zl = Z + z1 - Z( (X)

A more detailed discussion of these models and derivation of

their predictions is given in Shaw (1922).

Let us look at the possible outcomes of a multiple tone

detection task with both small and large frequency

separations. The implications of finding a particular model

fit for the two classes of frequency separation are pointed

out in Table 1.

Insert Table I About Here

Consider first pairs of tones within the same CP.

Previous data would lead us to expect that the Intenration

model would fit better than the Independent Decisions.

eurthermore, we expect a doubling of d', reflectinq perfect

energy summation within a filter. If the Integration model

held, but d' of the complex increased by a factor of \1-2, it

would indicate that strength values from separate filters

.%
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were being summed. In this case, we would conclude that the

widths of these filters are narrower than originally

believed. If the Independent Decisions model is supported

we would conclude that frequency filters are more narrowly

tuned than some models of critical bands would have us

a believe.

At large frequency separations the Integration model

with \17 d' gain and the Independent Decision model seem

equally plausible. With the first, a linear combination of

strength measures across filters is implied. The latter

* implies that separate decisions about filter outputs are

pooled. It is also possible, although not expected, that we
-P"

would see intearation with a doubling of d' for the complex

tone. This result would imply that filters must be larner

than expected.

Why should the Independent Decisions model fit our

data? One reason is based on considerations of optimality.

In the earlier auditory studies, there was no trial-to-trial

* uncertainty about how many tones would be presented.

Tone A, Tone B, and the A-B complex tone were presented in

separate blocks. Under these conditions, it has been shown

that the Integration rule leads to optimal performance with

. the complex tone. But, in our experiments, there is

uncertainty. Different stimuli are mixed within a block of

trials so subjects do not know whether Tone A, P, or the

.%
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complex will be presented. Under these conditions, we have

shown that Independent Decisions is nearly optimal.

There is also some empirical support for the

Independent Decisions model. Green, Wet-er, and Duncan (--)

-. found evide-ce for Independent Decisions with tones

separated by about one CB or greater. The model has also
'.V

been supported in several of our previous studies usina

visual and bimodal stimuli (Mulliaan & chaw, 1CPr; Fhaw,

19P2)

., Method

We carried out three experiments. The range of

frequencies used was 47V-329 Hz, and the pairs of tones

within a block of trials differed in frequency by from L.V2

to about 10 critical bandwidths. We used Zwislocki's (19.5)

empirically derived equations for calculating critical

bandwidth.

Insert Figure 3 About Here

The data are shown in Fia. 3. For each of the models, we_

.

have plotted the predicted probability of a "yes" response

to the complex tone minus its observed value as a function

* of critical bandwidth. The data are averaged across

%
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N subjects and across differer tone pairs havino the same CPE,

separation. The vertical bars indicate the standard error

about each point. Where the points lie below the zero

difference line'', the observed proportion of "yes"

responses for the complex stimulus falls short of t.at

predicted by the model. Points lyina above tIe zer -

difference line indicate that subiects respc'se "yes" t: 1.e

complex stimulus more often that predicted by t..e moei.

It is clear that the Independent :eclsic7 : :2el

provides a better fit when stimulus freqje-.ies were

separated by one or more CB's. Here are the -ata for tones

within the same critical band. The results are clear for U

*percent of a critical bandwidth - the Independent Tecisions

model does well - clearly better than the Inteoratio -oel.

But notice what happens as the frequencies of the tones aet

closer together -- at 10 and 2 percent CPT separation. The

proportion of "yes" responses to the composite stimulus

becomes larger than that predicted by the Independent

Decisions Model, and much nearer to the prediction of the

Integration model. When we look at individual subject's

data at the 2% separation, every subject's data fits the

integration model better than the Independent Decisions

model. Furthermore, the data departs significantly from the

Independent Decision model.

% % % %
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We can now ask whether intearation at the 2% CBW is

within filter or between filter. Unfortunately, the answer

is ambiguous. d' for the complex tone was too small to

confirm within filter integration and too large to he

consistent with across filter integration. Now let us turn

to the 10% separation. Here, both models are rejected.

To summarize then, we find clear support fcr

Independent Decisions for tones separated by -2* of a

critical band or more, and evidence for Intearation of the

component signals when they are separated by 2% of a

critical band.

What can we conclude from our studies? We started out

expecting to find evidence for Independent Decisions with

frequencies separated by several critical bandwidths and

evidence for Integration with frequencies in the sa-e

critical band. At the extremes of frequencies separation

our expectation was confirmed. The surprise was the finding

that independent decisions holds for tones separated by only

about one third of a critical bandwidth. This suggests that

independent pitch codes are possible at much narrower

frequency separations than suagested by masking studies.
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